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The Property

Nestled on the picturesque North Harbour Street in Ayr, South Ayrshire, Flat B at 17 North Harbour Street 

exemplifies coastal living at its finest. This tastefully designed ground floor flat offers two spacious 

double bedrooms and is perfectly oriented to capture the warmth of the southern sun. With the added 

convenience of private parking, this property embodies the essence of relaxed elegance by the sea.

Key Features: Two Generous Double Bedrooms: Discover your personal haven in the two well-appointed 

double bedrooms. Each room is a sanctuary of comfort, perfect for rest and relaxation.

Bathed in Southern Light: With its south-facing orientation, this flat is suffused with natural light, creating 

a welcoming and sunlit atmosphere that brings a touch of the outdoors in, all year round.

Private Parking: The rarity of private parking in this central location adds a layer of convenience and 

peace of mind, allowing you to effortlessly enjoy all that Ayr has to offer.





The Bedrooms





Approximate Dimensions

(Taken from the widest point)

Lounge   4.80m (15’9”) x 3.55m (11’8”)

Kitchen   3.30m (10’10”) x 2.15m (7’)

Bedroom 1   3.75m (12’4”) x 3.00m (9’10”)

Bedroom 2   3.75m (12’4”) x 2.70m (8’10”)

Bathroom   2.20m (7’2”) x 1.95m (6’5”)

Gross internal floor area (m2): 55m2

EPC Rating: C

Floor Plan



Flat B at 17 North Harbour 

Street embodies the 

quintessential coastal 

lifestyle, seamlessly blending 

contemporary comfort with a 

timeless seaside ambiance. 

With local amenities, scenic 

coastal walks, and the 

tranquil shoreline of South 

Ayrshire just steps away, 

this property offers a unique 

opportunity to experience 

Ayr’s idyllic coastal charm. 

To arrange a viewing and 

explore the charm of this 

coastal gem, please contact 

Mcewan Fraser Legal today. 

Your seaside escape awaits.   



The Location

Settle down in the heart of Ayr’s coastal charm, Flat B at 17 North Harbour Street beckons with a host of 

compelling reasons to make it your new home or investment.

Its enviable south-facing orientation bathes the interiors in natural light, creating a warm and inviting 

atmosphere throughout the day. Not only does this property offer private parking, a rare luxury in such 

a central location, but it also places you within a short walk of bus stops and the train station, ensuring 

effortless commuting and connectivity to Glasgow and beyond. Families will appreciate the proximity to 

local schools, while the array of amenities, from shops to dining options, is conveniently close. And let’s 

not forget the captivating South Ayrshire coastline, just moments away, offering endless opportunities 

for scenic walks and embracing the tranquil seaside lifestyle.

All in all, this address harmoniously blends the allure of coastal living with the practicality of urban 

convenience, making it a dream destination for those seeking the best of Ayrshire’s coastal town living.
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Disclaimer: The copyright for all photographs, floorplans, graphics, written copy and images belongs to McEwan Fraser Legal and use by others or transfer to third parties is forbidden without our express consent in writing. Prospective 
purchasers are advised to have their interest noted through their solicitor as soon as possible in order that they may be informed in the event of an early closing date being set for the receipt of offers. These particulars do not form part 
of any offer and all statements and photographs contained herein are for illustrative purposes and are not guaranteed or warranted. Buyers must satisfy themselves for the accuracy and authenticity of the brochure and should always 
visit the property to satisfy themselves of the property’s suitability and obtain in writing via their solicitor what’s included with the property including any land. The dimensions provided may include, or exclude, recesses intrusions 
and fitted furniture. Any measurements provided are for guide purposes only and have been taken by electronic device at the widest point. Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any 
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer must find out by inspection or in other ways that all information is correct. None of the appliances/services stated or shown in this brochure have 
been tested by ourselves and none are warranted by our seller or MFL.
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